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Daughters of Mercury is a series of full-length oil paintings celebrating the beauty and diversity of trans women. Each 
portrait is driven by how its subject wants to be seen. The artist is a cis woman who wanted to support and advocate for amazing 
women she loves and admires, using the medium she knows best.

Daughters of Mercury views the effort of non-masculine presentation as a form of art in itself. It recognizes the problems of 
“blending” and “transition” narratives and collaborates with women with a range of presentations and backgrounds, with binary 
and non-binary genders.

Trans visibility has been particularly strong in the past few years, and as a visual art project that isolates trans women as a 
category, this series is part of it. But that visibility is not inherently a positive thing. For every trans person who is made to feel less 
alone or stuck and see more opportunities for themselves, there are as many violent cissexists and transmisogynists who target 
people they would not have seen, or who seek to make explicit previously ambiguous discrimination. Insofar as it is possible to be 
not just another cis artist exploiting transness as a trend, Bruesselbach seeks to amplify the voices of trans women.

Bruesselbach is a portrait painter, meaning that each painting is about the person it depicts, only creating a narrative 
situation or aesthetic statement as guided by that person. Different settings, poses, costumes and styles are negotiated with the 
subjects. Most of the portraits are nudes, or near so, because subject and artist wanted to engage with the historical tropes of the oil 
portrait medium and its relationship to depictions of female bodies.

Daughters of Mercury engages with cissexist assumptions about female bodies in representational painting, and advocates 
for more depiction of trans female bodies in fine art. While media other than painting has had some great art involving trans 
women lately, painting using trans bodies is often about their novelty, and depictions of trans bodies are often either overly 
sexualized or desexualized without regard for the self-representation of the body. While cis women’s bodies have long been used as 
a stand-in for beauty itself, trans women’s bodies were either not used or were not regarded as beautiful in the same way.

The title of the series is neither a literal reference to mythology or astrology, but an embrace of mutability, deriving from 
alchemical concepts of Mercury as the mother of metals and the essence of femaleness and fluidity. Minds, bodies, and society can 
and should change; culture, artifice, and shifting images are truth. Oil painting’s plasticity and friendliness to flesh works as a kind 
of magic transmutation from metal and organic pigment into a pseudopod of living personality. Daughters of Mercury celebrates 
the possibilities of better living through chemistry, through medical science and speedy communication, and a more cyborg 
feminist future.
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2014, oil on canvas, 42x37in



Madeleine 
2014, oil on canvas, 42x26in



Alex
2015, oil on linen, 48x24in



Scarlett
2015, oil on canvas, 35x48in



Jeanne
2015, oil on canvas, 30x48in



A Lady Betwixt (Robin)
2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in
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2015, oil on linen, 48x34in



Red
2014, oil on canvas, 30x40in



Kate
2015, oil on canvas, 48x24in



Rebeka Refuse
2015, oil on linen, 24x46in
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2015, oil on canvas, 30x60in
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2015, oil on canvas, 23x32in
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2015, oil on canvas, 36x60in


